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Housekeeping Items (1/3)

• The meeting is being recorded, and some individual presentations will be

available shortly after the meeting in our project’s website;

• UC ANR Program Support is assisting with many of the Zoom logistics for

the meeting so if you have any issues, please send a direct message

through the chat to Kellie McFarland (Support) or email

ANRProgramSupport@ucanr.edu

• All participants are muted by default. We request that questions be added to

the chat we can keep track of all questions and comments.

• You will notice polls being launched at specific moments throughout each

day of the meeting. We would appreciate if you all take a few seconds to

answer these, and keep your “Menti” tab open on your browser.

mailto:ANRProgramSupport@ucanr.edu


Housekeeping Items (2/3)

Please keep 

yourself muted

If connection is slow, please 

turn off your camera for 

better bandwidth

Use the chat for questions

or for messaging the 

organizers

Other Suggestions:

• Close other windows/apps, 

especially mail programs for 

better connection;

• Please be respectful when 

commenting during Q&A and 

polls



Housekeeping Items (3/3)

Mentimeter polls during the workshop

Open a new tab on your browser - Link to the polls will be posted in the chat

• We will be putting poll question as link in the chat box of the 

zoom interface

• If the link doesn’t work go to menti.com and use the meeting 

code (also provided in the chat)

• Keep menti tab open in your browser as we will ask multiple 

poll questions



Poll 1
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2010-2019: ~ 163 million dead trees;

2017: paradigm shift necessary: translate

our science into dialogue and action → How?

Annual workshops (2018, 2019, 2020, 2021);

Put results quickly into the hands of forest 

decision makers and planners;

Continue sharing work with land managers and 

decision-makers to feed research findings into 

action for resilient future forests

The California Tree Mortality 

Data Collection Network



The California Tree Mortality Data Collection Network

https://ucanr.edu/sites/forestry/Insects_and_disease/Tree_Mortality/Tree_Mortality_Data_Collection_Network_/

https://ucanr.edu/sites/forestry/Insects_and_disease/Tree_Mortality/Tree_Mortality_Data_Collection_Network_/
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A quick summary of Day 1 – Fuels and wildfires

Creek Fire – Photo LA Times

Stress on trees and forests due to climate change moving forward is profound

Fuel loading is a huge concern and is hard to measure

Wildfires effects are heterogenous but can do a lot of good sometimes

Treating and monitoring forests before disturbance is important

High uncertainty, we are learning but not enough. 

Managers need more flexibility to change plans after unplanned disturbance

Collaboration and communication is vital



What now?

Berkeley Forests - Blodgett Research Forest
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What now?
2021 Workshop

*** Two main topics:

Fuels and wildfires: estimations, dynamics, management;

Reforestation: genetics, adaptation, challenges



2021 Workshop

Blodgett Forest
© Emilio Vilanova

Two half-day workshop

2 plenary talks (1 each day) 

8 short talks

2 Panel discussions (1 each day)

Day 1: Fuels

Day 2: Reforestation

187 participants registered

(as of March 8th )



Global tree restoration potential represents an area 
of 0.9 billion ha of canopy cover

What now? 
High interest in massive tree planting efforts worldwide



What now? 
Tree planting efforts are complicated

Missing the forest for the trillion trees?



Reforestation for what? Timber? Resilience? Carbon? Biodiversity? 

Figure from Anderegg et al. (2020)

Windblow event – WA © Emilio Vilanova

SQF Fire complex – California, 2020
Photo: https://inciweb.nwcg.gov/incident/7048/

Drought – beetle mortality – CA © Chris Fettig

Timber harvest – WA © Emilio Vilanova

https://inciweb.nwcg.gov/incident/7048/
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Welcome!

Got questions or comments?
evilanova@berkeley.edu

mailto:evilanova@berkeley.edu

